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ACCOUNTANT IN BANKRUPTCY 

AUDIT COMMITTEE 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

Thursday 16 February 2017 at Kilwinning 

 
 

Present: Yvonne MacDermid Non-Executive Board Member (acting Chair) 

 Lee Shedden Independent External Committee Member 

 Laurie Manson Non-Executive Board Member 

In attendance: Richard Dennis Chief Executive 

 John Cook Executive Director – Case Operations 

 Amanda Dowse Head of Finance 

 Lisa Shaw Head of Governance 

 Gareth Kelly Grant Thornton 

 Jim Montgomery SG Internal Audit 

 Billy Wilkie SG Internal Audit 

 Stuart Riddell Secretary 

Apologies: Kate Dunlop Non-Executive Board Member 

   

Welcome, introduction, apologies and acceptance of previous minutes and 
matters arising from previous minutes 
 
1. The acting Chair welcomed everyone to the committee. Apologies were given 
from Kate Dunlop. The agenda order was agreed. 
 
2. All previous action points had been attended to. The minutes to the 2 August 
meeting had been amended and issued to the committee. Lisa Shaw had re-issued 
and provided clarification on the requested parts of the off-contract send report. 
Updated Terms of Reference for the committee had been issued. 
  
3. Lee Shedden recommended minor amendments be made to the previous 
minutes to add clarity for the external reader. Paragraph 7 to read ‘senior 
government officials’, grammatical amendment to be made at paragraphs 11 and 24, 
clarification at paragraph 15 that internal audit will not audit any business areas for 
which they have provided tailored guidance or training, additional detail to the 
accounting accrual principle noted at paragraph 19, paragraph 20 to state ‘letter from 
the chief executive’ and paragraph 21 to read ‘National Fraud Initiative’.     
 
4. The Chair noted matters arising from paragraph 17 of the previous meeting on 
6 November 2016. Amanda Dowse confirmed Scottish Government had covered 
costs associated with damages to a third party property. 
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5. The minutes were agreed by the committee pending the amendments raised.  
 
AiB Chief Executive Update 
 
6. Richard Dennis informed the spending review was concluded before 
Christmas and that the budget for 2017-18 had been set. For AiB this demands 
savings of £600k. The late budget announcement has left little time to plan for the 
coming year. RD noted expectation that internal audit directorate would feed these 
concerns back, which was recognised by Jim Montgomery. RD informed this would 
be the last year with a spring budget and that the autumn budget would become the 
new fiscal event. He noted the late 2018-19 budget handling give significant cause 
for concern.  
 
7. John Cook informed of a slight increase in bankruptcy numbers, a continued 
rise in number of protected trust deeds, and a slow increase in DAS awards. The 
income stream from trust deeds was significantly higher than expected. 
 
8. Richard Dennis informed of the large amount of work that had taken place in 
changing all legislation up to November 2016. He commended the AiB staff who had 
managed this transition extremely well with no issues. The committee recognised the 
work that was done. 
 
External Audit Plan 2016-17 – Paper AC(16-17)18 
 
9. Gareth Kelly introduced the external audit plan for 2017-18. He noted the plan 
was similar to previous years and discussed the approach taken with the committee. 
He confirmed that audit activity would focus on review, financial capability and 
governance arrangements. Gareth informed that a risk based approach would be 
taken and that AiB, as a smaller body, would not have a wider scope applied to the 
audit  given the complexity of AiB’s arrangements involving income and expenditure. 
The focus instead would be on financial sustainability, longer term financial planning 
around future fund settlements, savings and transformational programmes, and 
future strategic direction. The work undertaken would also reflect on work completed 
by internal audit. The committee queried how long term financial sustainability would 
be examined to which Gareth Kelly gave assurance that they would examine areas 
to ensure AiB were acting to the best of their abilities.  
 
10.   Gareth Kelly drew the committee’s attention to the breakdown of audit 
remuneration, a new feature of the audit plan. These figures showed external auditor 
costs along with the contribution value due to Audit Scotland. He noted the audit fee 
was set at £42,090 which was the midpoint for AiB’s first audit by Grant Thornton. 
The committee asked what the pricing range was which Gareth confirmed as the 
midpoint plus or minus 10 per cent. Gareth assured completion of the audit  would 
be by July 20 and not the stated statutory deadline of 31 October 2017. Amanda 
Dowse requested a checklist of activity be provided in advance of the next audit visit 
that resource could be made available. Gareth Kelly confirmed this would be done 
and gave further assurance of sharing best practice where possible to help drive 
value added activity. 
 
Action Point: Gareth Kelly to provide activity checklist to Amanda Dowse in 
advance of next visit. 
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Internal Audit – Progress Report - Paper AC(16-17)19 
 
11. Jim Montgomery provided an update on Internal Audit Directorate activities. A 
review of internal audit commenced last year with work continuing. SG will continue 
to invest in internal audit, and will allow for work under the changing landscape of 
devolved powers and new clients, such as social security. As such, internal audit was 
resourcing up to meet its responsibilities. As a consequence of this client base 
review, Billy Wilkie would be moving on from his role with AiB, while Jim Montgomery 
would remain as senior audit manager to AiB.  
 
12. Billy Wilkie advised that the 2016/17 audit plan would be completed by 31st 
March 2017 along with any follow-up from the 2015/16 audits. Yvonne MacDermid 
confirmed with Billy Wilkie that he would be in attendance at the next committee 
meeting where he would present the final 2016-17 internal audit report. Amanda 
Dowse confirmed her role as internal audit liaison at AiB and offered an induction to 
Billy’s replacement once they had been confirmed. 
 
Internal Audit Plan 2107-18 Paper AC(16-17)20 
 
13. Billy Wilkie introduced the plan noting it had been broadly agreed and had 
been based upon meeting AiB management and examination of current risks. The 
third item, audit of procurement and contract management, was to be removed 
following agreement with management. Billy asked for committee agreement to the 
plan that he could re-issue with this amendment.  
 
14. Richard Dennis informed that the main risks facing AiB were system failure 
and cyber-attack, and the difficulties in forward planning given the current political 
and economic environment. As such, he felt the second risk identified on the plan, 
business continuity, was the most relevant. The committee recognised there was a 
duty for both internal and external audit to work together to avoid overlap in activity. It 
was noted that a joint piece of work on cyber resilience had been completed. Jim 
Montgomery informed further assurance of this audit would come from Internal Audit 
Directorate’s IT specialists and IT contractors. John Cook gave assurance of AiB’s 
defences noting regular penetration testing was conducted and AiB are part of the 
government’s ‘gsi’ secure network. 
 
15. Gareth Kelly informed he had attended a UK wider context seminar on cyber 
resilience at the new Bletchley Park. Gareth agreed to share the slides from this 
event with the group. 
 
Action Point: Gareth Kelly to provide cyber resilience presentation slides. 
 
 
Project Management Report (off agenda) 
 
16. Jim Montgomery informed that Internal Audit Directorate had conducted a 
wider review of AiB’s different types of review process and the digital first framework. 
John Cook responded that AiB were satisfied with the outcome and 
recommendations of the report.  
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Financial Monitoring Report – Paper AC(16-17)21 
 
17. Amanda Dowse introduced the report informing of a net surplus of £43k 
compared to a budgeted surplus of £359k. This negative variance was 
predominantly due to negative variances in operating costs, operating expenditure 
and sponsorship. As such, end of year forecasts are over by £173k (£673k 
compared to £500k budget). Bankruptcy recoveries were down by £596k versus 
budget at end of Q3. Amanda noted that January RPPs were £100k more than 
budget. Income from supervision and audit fees on bankruptcy cases where a 
private trustee is appointed was £470k less than budget, partly due to a change of 
the supervision fee from £210 to £70 and the related impact of low case volumes. 
PTD income was reported at £369k higher than budget due to number of supervision 
fees raised being higher than expected but with a positive variance of £491k. DAS 
income was on budget.  
 
18. Amanda Dowse informed of an overspend in case outlays of £131k which 
included £107k from loss or damage to a third party property as discussed at the 
previous board. Insolvency practitioner fees had an overspend of £56k due to 
volumes being higher than budgeted. Capital expenditure was higher than planned 
for the year due to the spend on the air conditioning system and IT development. 
The SG have approved additional budget to cover additional capital requirements 
and property damage this year. Amanda informed that debt over 30 days old totalled 
£354k. Aged debt older than 120 days had shown an increase from £80k in Q2 to 
£114k in Q3 but further action was being taken in an attempt to address this issue. 
 
19. Laurie Manson asked about the number of bank accounts held by AiB and 
whether this could be broken down to show accounts opening and closing.  Amanda 
Dowse informed she could look at this level of time series analysis and incorporate it 
into future reports. 
 
Action Point: Amanda Dowse to amend finance report to include bank account 
quantities and movement. 
 
Quarterly Fraud Update – Paper AC(16-17)22 
 
20. Amanda Dowse introduced the report noting there had been no incident of 
fraud in the reporting quarter. Lee Shedden noted the well-publicised rise in cyber- 
crime and it would be worthwhile considering incorporating this in fraud training.  
 
Corporate Risk Register – Paper AC(16-17)23 
 
21. Lisa Shaw introduced the report. She discussed risk 10 which related to 
putting in place of the new insolvency services contract. She informed the tender had 
closed to bids and that there had been sufficient bids.  The evaluation panel was due 
to meet the week commencing 20 February. The contract award is expected in May 
with commencement on 1 July meaning no gaps in the transition from the current 
contract which ends on 30 June. Yvonne MacDermid noted that the procurement and 
evaluation processes involved appeared to be robust. Amanda Dowse noted that the 
outcome of the insolvency services contract could have an impact on the budget.  
 
22. Lee Shedden requested some clarification on risk 2 on staff resourcing. Lisa 
Shaw clarified that YWD referred to the Young Worker Development programme, 
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who were school leavers who would be temporarily employed over the summer to 
both gain experience and provide cover during the peak leave period. Lisa also 
clarified on resource strategies where key specialist roles at AiB have been identified 
and succession planning to be put in place. 
 
23. Gareth Kelly noted he felt the risk register was high quality but there was 
opportunity to provide more detail of preventative measures already in place for 
mitigation of risk. The committee gave thanks for the keeping of the risk register,  
endorsing it as being easy to read and well linked within the business areas.  
 
Procurement and Commercial Improvement Program 2016 – AiB Outcome 
Paper AC /16-17)24 
 
24. Richard Dennis informed that AiB had received gold standard in the recent 
PCIP audit of procurement.  Members welcomed the result and asked if the 
comparison to other organisation was now available.  Lisa Shaw agreed to pass the 
comparison results to members. 
 
Action Point: Lisa Shaw to confirm other results of PCIP audit of procurement 
and how AiB compare. 
 
AOB, Actions, Next meeting and Thanks 
 
25. The committee discussed the revised terms of reference which now included 
Grant Thornton as external auditor. The committee endorsed the terms of reference 
but requested the third bullet point on material breached of risk limits.  
 
26. Lee Shedden raised a possible conflict of interest in his role as mentor to a 
member of AiB staff. This was deemed manageable by the chair. 
 
27. The chair thanked all for attendance and commended the robust discussion 
which had taken place through the meeting.  
 
Key messages 
 
28. The committee gave recognition to the work done by all AiB staff to make the 
November 2016 legislative changes go smoothly.  
 
29. Thanks were given for the keeping of AiB’s risk registers and committee 
endorsement was given. 
 
Action points 
 
1. Gareth Kelly to provide activity checklist to Amanda Dowse in advance of next 
visit. 
 
2. Gareth Kelly to provide Bletchley Park cyber resilience presentation slides. 
 
3. Amanda Dowse to amend finance report to include bank account quantities and 
movement. 
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4. Lisa Shaw to confirm other results of PCIP audit of procurement and how AiB 
compare. 
 
 
Date of next meeting 3 May 2017 
 
Stuart Riddell 
Secretary 
16 February 2017 


